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Abstract—The reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) has
aroused much research attention recently due to its potential
benefits in 5G and beyond wireless networks. This paper con-
siders a general multi-hop RIS-aided multi-user communication
system and the weighted sum-rate maximization problem is
studied by jointly designing the active beamforming matrix at
the base station and multiple phase-shift matrices at the RISs
(considering both continuous and discrete phase constraints).
To tackle the resulting highly nonconvex optimization problem,
a problem-tailored low-complexity and globally convergent al-
gorithm based on block minorization-maximization (BMM) is
proposed. The effectiveness of the proposed BMM approach and
the performance improvement gained with multi-hop RISs are
both demonstrated through numerical simulations. The merits
of the proposed algorithms are further illustrated by indicating
their adaptivity in solving many other RIS-related system designs.

Index Terms—Interference channel, power allocation, beam-
forming, inexact update, minorization-maximization, coordinate
descent.

I. INTRODUCTION

To meet the ever-increasing demand for high-speed and
seamless data services in the next-generation wireless commu-
nication systems, which are expected to provide a 1000-fold
increase in the network capacity, some techniques relying on
massive multiple-input multiple-output, ultra-dense networks,
and millimeter wave communications are expected to be the
key enabling technologies [1]. However, such solutions will
generally involve increased hardware costs and high power
consumption. With the theoretical and experimental break-
throughs in micro electromechanical systems and metamateri-
als (e.g., metasurface), reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS),
as an emerging cost-effective technology, has recently been
advocated as a powerful solution to enhance the spectrum
efficiency and energy efficiency of wireless networks [2]–[4].

The RIS-aided wireless networks have aroused much re-
search interest due to their potential benefits in 5G and beyond
networks. Specifically, the joint beamforming and reflecting
design with the assistance of RIS has received considerable
attention in areas like multi-user multiple-input single-output
(MISO) downlink communication systems [5], multigroup
multicast MISO communication systems [6], and multicell
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication sys-
tems [7], etc. While most of the existing works have focused
on single-RIS assisted (i.e., single-hop) systems, the benefits
of designing double-RIS assisted (i.e., two-hop) multi-user
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MIMO systems cooperatively have been explored recently in
[8]. More generally, multi-hop RIS-aided systems can also
be deployed as in the classical multi-hop relaying systems
[9], [10] to combat the propagation distance problem and to
improve the coverage range.

Consider an interference channel for multiuser downlink
transmission, where the independent data streams are sent to
some intended receivers simultaneously, one classical target
of the system design is to achieve high total throughput (i.e.,
sum-rates) [11], [12]. In [5], the weighted sum-rate (WSR)
maximization problem for a single-hop RIS-aided multi-user
MISO systems was considered where the phase-shift matrix at
the RIS and the active beamforming matrix at the base station
(BS) are jointly designed. The WSR maximization problem is
nonconvex due to the non-convexity of the objective and the
constraints, for which two different approaches are proposed
in [5], namely, an alternating minimization (AM) algorithm
leveraging WMMSE [13] and Riemannian conjugate gradient
[14], and the block coordinate descent (BCD) method aided
by the fractional programming (FP) approach [15]. However,
convergence of these approaches may not be favorable in prac-
tice. For the WMMSE-based AM method, it inherits a double-
loop nature which may invoke many iterations to converge
resulting in high per-iteration computational complexity. For
the FP-based BCD method, it relies on the manifold structure
of the continuous phase constraint making it become lame
in the more practical discrete phase setting [16]. As for the
multi-hop RIS-aided systems, to the best of our knowledge,
there only exists a deep reinforcement learning-based approach
[17] and its performance highly relies on the carefully chosen
initializations which call for other iterative algorithms.

In this paper, to address the WSR maximization problem
for the multi-hop RIS-aided multi-user systems, a problem-
tailored low-complexity and globally convergent algorithm
based on block minorization-maximization (BMM) [18]–[20]
is proposed. The proposed BMM algorithm works for both the
continuous-phase and the discrete-phase schemes for RISs and
can be easily generalized to other RIS-related system design
problems. Theoretically, we show that the sequence of iterates
generated by the proposed algorithm converges to a KKT point
of the WSR maximization problem. The superiority of the
proposed BMM algorithm over existing algorithms under a
single-hop setting and the performance improvement gained
with multi-hop RISs are both demonstrated through numerical
simulations, while the influence of the quantization levels of
the discrete phases is also showcased.



II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The multi-hop RIS-aided multi-user MISO downlink com-
munication system is considered, where the BS equipped with
M antennas communicates with K users with single antenna
in a circular region. We assume the transmitted signal experi-
ences Ik (Ik ≤ L) hops on the reflecting RISs to arrive the k-th
user, with the i-th (i = 1, . . . , L) RIS containing Ni reflecting
elements. Denote G1 ∈ CN1×M , Gi+1 ∈ CNi+1×Ni , and
Θi = diag (θi) with θi =

[
[θi]1, . . . , [θi]Ni

]T ∈ CNi 1 as
the channel matrix from the BS to the first RIS, the channel
matrix from the i-th RIS to the (i+ 1)-th RIS, and the phase
shift matrix of the i-th RIS, respectively. Denote hr,k ∈ CNIk

and hd,k ∈ CM as the channel from the last RIS to the k-
th user and the direct channel from the BS to the k-th user,
respectively. Then the received signal at thek-th user is given by

yk =
(
hHr,k

∏
i=1,··· ,Ik

ΘiGi + hHd,k
)
wksk

+
K∑

j,j 6=k

(
hHr,k

∏
i=1,··· ,Ik

ΘiGi + hHd,k
)
wjsj + ek,

where wk ∈ CM and sk ∈ CN (0, 1) are the beamforming
vector and the independent user symbols under the assumption
of Gaussian signals, and ek ∈ CN (0, σ2) represents the noise.
For simplicity, only the direct transmission paths from the BS
to users and the transmission paths through Ik RISs to users
have been considered. Then the SINR at the k-th user can be
expressed as

SINRk =

∣∣(hHr,k∏i=1,··· ,Ik ΘiGi + hHd,k)wk

∣∣2∑K
j,j 6=k

∣∣(hHr,k∏i=1,··· ,Ik ΘiGi + hHd,k)wj

∣∣2 + σ2
.

Assume that all the channels {hr,i}, {hd,i}, and {Gi} are
perfectly known by both the BS and the users, this paper aims
at maximizing the WSR of the system by jointly designing the
beamforming vectors wi’s and the phase shift matrices Θi’s.
Denote the data rate at the k-th user as Rk({wi}, {Θi}) =
log(1 + SINRk),2 the WSR is computed as follows:

WSR({wi}, {Θi}) =

K∑
k=1

ωkRk({wi}, {Θi}). (WSR)

where ωk ≥ 0 is the predefined weight for the data rate ofk-th
user. Finally, theWSRmaximizationproblemisgivenasfollows:

maximize
{wi},{Θi}

WSR({wi}, {Θi})

subject to
∑K
k=1 ‖wk‖22 ≤ Pmax

Θl ∈ Rl, ∀l = 1, . . . , L,

(WSRMax)

where Pmax is the transmit power limit of the BS, and Ri
represents the constant modulus constraint indicating that there
is no energy loss of the signal by going through the RISs. In
this paper, Ri can take either a continuous-phase scheme as

RC
i =
{
Θi=diag (θi) |θi ∈ CNi ,

∣∣[θi]j∣∣=1,∀j=1, . . . , Ni
}
,

1[x]i denotes the i-th element in x.
2Note the natural logarithm is used since optimal solutions of the WSR

maximization problem given later is irrelevant to bases of the log-functions.

indicating phases of the RIS elements can take any angles or
a discrete-phase scheme (more practical for hardware imple-
mentation) which is given as follows:

RD
i =

{
Θi = diag (θi) | θi ∈ CNi ,

∣∣[θi]j∣∣ = 1,

arg([θi]j) ∈ Φi,∀j = 1, . . . , Ni
}
,

where Φi denotes the set of fixed angles that achievable for
the i-th RIS. In general, different RISs can take different
phase schemes. Problem (WSRMax) is non-convex and hence
NP-hard. In the following, a low-complexity and globally
convergent algorithm will be developed for problem resolution.

III. SOLVING THE WSR MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM VIA
BLOCK MINORIZATION-MAXIMIZATION

The BMM [18] method can be regarded as a combination
of the BCD methods [21] and the minorization-maximization
(for maximization problem) methods [19]. BCD, a.k.a. Gauss-
Seidel, is an optimization method aiming at finding a local
optimum of the problem by optimizing along one variable
block at a time and then for different blocks repeatedly.
The direct variable update in BCD can be difficult to attain,
especially when the problem is non-convex and/or when a
unique global optimal solution is required for convergence
claim. Instead of solving for an exact update, BMM solves
a series of simple surrogate problems w.r.t. one variable block
each time via carrying out an inexact variable update (refer
to [18], [19] for details). Surrogate functions in BMM can
be chosen in a flexible way [19] while a properly chosen
one can make the updates easy and hence can lead to a
fast convergence over iterations. In practice, the surrogate
subproblems are applaudable if they are convex and efficiently
solvable or they have closed-form solutions. In the following,
we will derive a BMM algorithm for Problem (WSRMax).
A. The Update Step of {wi}

Since variables {wi} are coupled in constraints, we take it
as one block. At iterate {{wi}, {Θi}}3, WSR w.r.t. {wi} is

WSR{wi}({wi}
∣∣{wi}, {Θi})

=

K∑
k=1

ωk log
(
1 +

∣∣hHk wk

∣∣2∑K
j,j 6=k

∣∣hHk wj

∣∣2 + σ2

)
,

where hk =
∏
i=Ik,··· ,1 GH

i Θi
Hhr,k + hd,k. Then we intro-

duce the following two useful results.
Lemma 1. The log(1+ x2

y ) with x ≥ 0 and y > 0 is minorized
at (x, y) as follows:

log(1+
x2

y
) ≥ log(1+

x2

y
)− x

2

y
+

2x

y
x− x2

y(y + x2)
(y+x2),

where the equality is attained at (x, y) = (x, y).
Proof: It can be proved by the convexity of log( 1

x ) for
x > 0 and the convexity of x2

y for x ≥ 0 and y > 0.
Lemma 2. The

∣∣x∣∣ with x ∈ C is minorized at x as follows:∣∣x∣∣ ≥ ∣∣x∣∣−1Re(x∗x),

where
∣∣x∣∣ 6= 0 and the equality is attained at x = x.

3In this paper, underlined variables denote those whose values are given.



Based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, a minorizing function
for WSR{wi} w.r.t. {wi} can be constructed as follows:

WSR{wi}({wi}
∣∣{wi}, {Θi}) =

K∑
k=1

ωk
(
Re(ηk,1h

H
k wk)− ηk,2

K∑
j=1

∣∣hHk wj

∣∣2 + constw,k
)
.

where ηk,1 =
2α∗k
βk

, ηk,2 = |αk|2
βk(βk+|αk|2) with αk = hHk wk

and βk =
∑K
j,j 6=k

∣∣hHk wj

∣∣2 + σ2, and the constant term

constw,k= log(1+ |αk|2
βk

)− |αk|2
βk

. With the quadratic minoriz-
ing function WSR{wi} and ignoring the constant terms, the
resulting subproblem for {wi} which is convex is given by

minimize
{wi}

K∑
k=1

ωkηk,2
(∥∥hHk wk−

η∗k,1
2ηk,2

∥∥2
2

+

K∑
j,j 6=k

∥∥hHk wj

∥∥2
2

)
subject to

K∑
k=1

‖wk‖22 ≤ Pmax. (1)

Proposition 3. By solving the KKT system, the optimal solu-
tion to Problem (1) can be obtained in the following way

w?
k =

{
R−1pk

∑K
k=1 ‖R−1pk‖22 ≤ Pmax

(R + 2λ?I)−1pk otherwise

for k = 1, . . . ,K,

where R =
∑K
k=1 2ωkηk,2hkh

H
k , pk = ωkη

∗
1,khk, and

the optimal dual variable λ? > 0 satisfies
∑K
k=1 ‖(R +

2λ?I)−1pk‖22 = Pmax and can be readily found via one-
dimensional line search methods [21] to meet4

N∑
n=1

∑K
k=1

(
[VHpk]n

)2
([Λ]nn + 2λ?)2

= Pmax

with V and Λ from the eigendecompositon R = VΛVH .

B. The Update Step of {Θl}
In this section, we choose to update the phase shift matrices

Θl, l = 1, . . . , L successively. Since elements in each phase
shift matrix Θl are separable over constraints, they can be
updated either in series or in parallel. Given the iterate
{{wi}, {Θi}}, the data rate at the k-th user w.r.t. Θl is

Rl,k(Θl

∣∣{wi}, {Θi})

= log
(
1 +

∣∣θTl G̃r,l,kwk + hHd,kwk

∣∣2∑K
j,j 6=k

∣∣θTl G̃r,l,kwj + hHd,kwj

∣∣2 + σ2

)
,

where G̃r,l,k=diag
(
GH
l+1Θ

H
l+1· · ·GH

Ik
ΘH
Ik

hr,k
)
Gl· · ·Θ1G1.5

Then a minorizing function for WSRΘl
w.r.t. Θl can be

constructed based on Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 as follows:

WSRΘl
(Θl | {wi}, {Θi}) =

K∑
k=1

ωk
(
Re
(
ηk,1θ

T
l G̃r,l,kwk

)
− ηk,2

K∑
j=1

∣∣θTl G̃r,l,kwj + hHd,kwj

∣∣2 + constl,k
)
,

4A further majorization can be applied to the objective in (1) for a closed-
form solution without line search, which is not detailed due to space limitation.

5Note that w.l.o.g. we have assumed Ik ≥ l in this section.

where constl,k = log(1 + |αk|2
βk

)− |αk|2
βk

+ ηk,1
α∗k
|αk|h

H
d,kwk −

ηk,2Kσ
2. The WSRΘl

can be written compactly as

WSRΘl
(Θl | {wi}, {Θi}) = −θTl Llθl +Re(θTl dl) + constl,

where Ll=
∑K
k=1ωkηk,2

∑K
j=1G̃r,l,kwjw

H
j G̃H

r,l,k, dl=
∑K
k=1

ωkηk,1G̃r,l,kwk −
∑K
k=1 ωkηk,2

∑K
j=1 2G̃r,l,kwj(h

H
d,kwj)

∗,

and constl=
∑K
k=1 ωkconstl,k−

∑K
k=1ωkηk,2

∑K
j=1

∣∣hHd,kwj

∣∣2.
Remark 4. Although the quadratic monorizing function
WSRΘl

is derived in a way for the whole phase shift matrix
Θl, it is also a minorizing function for each element of it, i.e.,
[θl]i, i = 1, . . . , Nl with values of the other elements fixed.

Based on the results in Remark 4, two ways for updating
the phase shift matrices {Θl} are presented in the following.

1) Serial Update of Θl: Consider variable [θl]j and define
[θl]−j =

[
[θl]1, . . . [θl]j−1, 0, [θl]j+1, . . . , [θl]Nl

]T
, we can

obtain a minorizing function for WSRΘl
w.r.t. [θl]j as follows:

WSR[θl]j ([θl]j |{wi},{Θi})=Re
(
(2[θl]

T
−j [Ll]:,j+[dl]j)[θl]j

)
+ [Ll]jj |[θl]j |2 − [θl]

T
−jLl[θl]−j + Re([θl]

T
−jdl),

where [Ll]:,j is the j-th column of Ll. By ignoring the constant
terms in WSR[θl]j , the subproblem w.r.t. [θl]j is given by

maximize[θl]j Re
(
[θl]j [b

S
l ]j
)

subject to [θl]j ∈ Rl (2)

with bS
l =
[
[θl]

T
−1[Ll]:,1+[dl]1, . . . , [θl]

T
−Nl

[Ll]:,Nl
+[dl]Nl

]T
.

Proposition 5. Optimal solutions to Problem (2) can be
obtained in closed-forms as follows:
• if RC

l is chosen, the solution is [θl]
?
j = ejarg

(
[bS

l ]
∗
j

)
;

• if RD
l is chosen, the solution is given by [θl]

?
j =

e
jargminφl∈Φl

∥∥φl−arg
(
[bS

l ]
∗
j

)∥∥
2 , which can be efficiently imple-

mented on hardwares leveraging a look-up table.

Finally, all the phase shift matrices {Θl} will be updated
successively with the elements in each θl updated in series.

2) Parallel Update of Θl: Besides updating the elements in
θl serially, we can also update θl as a whole (i.e., in parallel)
by constructing a linear minorizing function of WSRΘl

.

Lemma 6. [22] Let L,M ∈ Hn such that M � L. The
function xHMx with x ∈ Cn is minorized at x as follows:

xHMx ≥ xHLx + 2Re(xH(M− L)x) + xH(L−M)x

where the equality is attained at x = x.

Lemma 7. Given M = diag(aH)diag(a) and L = aaH with
a ∈ CN , it follows that M � L.

Proof: For any x ∈ CN , we can obtain xH(M−L)x =

xHdiag(aH)diag(a)x−xHaaHx =
∑N
i=1

∣∣[a]∗i xi
∣∣2− ∣∣aHx

∣∣2
≥ 0, which completes the proof.

Based on Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, a linear minorizing
function for WSRΘl

can be obtained as in Eq. (3) with
Ml =

∑K
k=1 ωkηk,2

∑K
j=1 diag

(
wH
j G̃H

r,l,k

)
diag

(
G̃r,l,kwj

)
.

Eq. (3) can be written compactly as follows:

WSRΘl
(Θl | {wi}, {Θi}) = Re(θTl bP

l ) + const′l,



WSRΘl
(Θl | {wi}, {Θi}) = Re

( K∑
k=1

ωk
(
ηk,1θ

T
l G̃r,l,kwk − 2ηk,2

K∑
j=1

θTl G̃r,l,kwj(h
H
d,kwj)

∗)− 2θTl (Ll −Ml)θl

)
+

K∑
k=1

ωkconstl,k + Re(ηk,1h
H
d,kwk)− ηk,2

K∑
j=1

∣∣hHd,kwj

∣∣2 − tr(Ml)− θTl (Ml − Ll)θl (3)

where bP
l =
∑K
k=1ωkηk,1G̃r,l,kwk−2(Ll−Ml)θl−2ηk,2

∑K
j=1

G̃r,l,kwj(h
H
d,kwj)

∗ and const′l =
∑K
k=1 ωkconstl,k+Re(ηk,1

hHd,kwk)− ηk,2
∑K
j=1

∣∣hHd,kwj

∣∣2− tr(Ml)− θTl (Ml−Ll)θl.

Lemma 8. Given M1 = diag(aH)diag(a) and M2 = aHaI
with a ∈ CN , it follows that M2 �M1.

Proof: For ∀x ∈ CN , we can obtain xH(M2 −M1)x =

xHaHax−xHdiag(aH)diag(a)x =
∑N
i=1

∣∣[a]i
∣∣2∑N

i=1

∣∣xi∣∣2−∑N
i=1

∣∣[a]i
∣∣2∣∣xi∣∣2≥ 0, which completes the proof.

Lemma 8 shows that the chosen minorizing function of this
paper is tighter than the widely used one in the literature,
where the largest eigenvalue scaled identity is used to majorize
the sum-of-rank-1 matrix [5], [22], [23]. This can partially ex-
plain the faster convergence speed of the proposed algortihm.

By discarding the constant inWSRΘl
, the subproblem for Θl is

maximizeθl
Re(θTl bP

l ) subject to Θl ∈ Rl, (4)

which is separable over different elements in θl and can be
solved in parallel with optimal solutions given in Proposition
5. Finally, all the phase shift matrices {Θl} will be updated
successively with elements of each θl updated in parallel.
Remark 9. BasedonLemma 7, bP

l shares intrinsically the same
expression as bS

l , only differing in the choice of values of θl’s.
In summary, via BMM the variable blocks {wi} and {Θi}

are updated cyclically in closed-forms until some convergence
criterion is met. The SQUAREM [24] can be used as an off-
the-shelf accelerator to solve the nonlinear fixed-point update
in BMM. The overall algorithm is summarized in Algorithm
1 with convergence properties established in Theorem 10.
Theorem 10. Every limit point, denoted by{
{w(∞)

i }, {Θ(∞)
i }

}
, of the sequence

{
{w(t)

i }, {Θ
(t)
i }
}
t∈N

generated by Algorithm 1 is a KKT point (stationary point)
of Problem (WSRMax).

Proof: Due to space limitation, an outline of the proof is
given. First note the sub-problem of W is convex. For the sub-
problem of Θl in (2) or (4) with nonconvex constraint Rl, it
can be verified that the regularity condition liner independence
constraint qualification (LICQ) [25] holds everywhere on set
Rl. The continuous phase constraint RC

l and the discrete
phase constraint RD

l w.r.t. θl can be rewritten as equality
constraints [hC

l (θl)]i = ([θl]i)
2 − 1 = 0, i = 1, . . . , Nl and

[hD
l ]i(θl) =

∏
p=1,··· ,Pl

(
[θl]i − ejφlp

)
= 0, i = 1, . . . , Nl,

respectively. The gradient ∇[hC
l (θl)]1, . . . ,∇[hC

l (θl)]Nl
and

∇[hD
l (θl)]1, . . . ,∇[hD

l (θl)]Nl
meet the LICQ evidently since

[θl]j appears only at the j-the entry of vector ∇[hC
l (θl)]i

and ∇[hD
l (θl)]i. Therefore, the updated θl via Lemma 5 is

a KKT point of problem (2) or problem (4). Considering
the properties of minorizing functions [18], it can be shown{
{w(∞)

i },{Θ(∞)
i }

}
is a KKT point of Problem (WSRMax).

Algorithm 1 The BMM Approach to Problem (WSRMax).
Input: {hr,i}, {hd,i}, {Gi}, Pmax, {ωk}, σ2, initial feasible
values of {wi} and {Θi}.
Repeat
1. Update {wi} in closed-form via Proposition 3
2. Update Θ1,. . .,ΘL successively in closed-forms (either in
series or in parallel for each Θl) via Proposition 5
Until the value of the objective function converges.

Remark 11. The proposed BMM algorithm is general enough
to be applied to many other systems like the single-hop system
[5], the two-hop system with two cooperative RISs [8], RIS-
aided MIMO interfering broadcast channels [13], etc.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, numerical simulations are conducted to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed BMM algorithm
and the benefits of multi-hop RIS-aided systems. The simu-
lation settings are given as follows. For the single-hop RIS
system, locations of the BS and the RIS are set as (0, 0, 10)m
and (d, 0, 10)m, and the K users are randomly distributed in a
circle centered at (d, 30, 0)m with radius of 10m. For the two-
hop RIS system, an extra RIS located at (d2 , 0, 10)m is added,
while for the three-hop RIS system, the third RIS located at
(d4 , 0, 10)m is included. We assume that the BS is equipped
with a uniform linear array with antenna spacing of λ

2 and the
RISs are equipped with a uniform planar array with its element
spacing of λ

8 , where λ is the wavelength. We further assume
that the channel fading is frequency flat and adopt the Rician
fading model for all channels. For example, the channel from
the BS to the RIS at the single-hop RIS system is modeled as

G1 =

√
κG(d)

KG + 1
(
√
KGG1,LoS + G1,NLoS),

where κG(d) is the distance-dependent path loss, KG ∈ [0,∞)
is the Rician factor, G1,LoS is the LoS component that equals
the product of the array responses at the two sides, and
[G1,NLoS]ij ∼ CN (0, 1) with i = 1, . . . N1 and j = 1, . . . ,M
is the NLoS component following the Rayleigh fading model.
Specifically, we have chosen κG(d) = T0( dd0

)−%G with
T0 = −30dB, the reference distance d0 = 1m, %G = 2.2,
and KG = 3. Similarly, the other channels are modeled as
the G1 and the path loss exponents for the RIS-RIS link(s),
the BS-user link, and the RIS-user link are set as %G = 2.2,
%d = 3.5, and %r = 2.8, respectively. The Rician factors for
{Gi}, {hd,i}, and {hr,i} are set as KG = 3, Kd = 0, and
Kr = 3, respectively. Besides, we have considered the noise
power spectrum density of -169dBm/Hz and the transmission
bandwidth of 240kHz. All the simulation curves are averaged
over 100 independent channel realizations.

In the single-hop RIS scenario, four benchmarks are con-
sidered: i) AM (WMMSE-based) method [5]; ii) BCD (FP-
based) method [5]; iii) Random Phase where the phase shift
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Fig. 1: Performance comparisons (Pmax = 0dBm, K = 4, and M = 4).
matrices

{
Θi

}
are randomly initialized and {wi} is optimized

via minorization-maximization (MM); iv) Without RIS, i.e., no
RIS is used and {wi} is optimized via MM. The comparison
in terms of achievable WSR is depicted in Fig. 1a where
we have set N = 100, σ2 = 1, and I1 = · · · = Ik = L,
from which we can see that AM, BCD, and the proposed
BMM approach converge to the same WSR as expected, and
the benefits of introducing multiple RIS to improve WSR is
obvious. The convergence behaviors of different approaches
with d = 200m under single-hop scenario are shown in Fig.
1b, from which we can see that the serial BMM acquires the
least number of iterations to converge.6 The convergence speed
in terms of CPU time is further presented in Fig. 1c, where the
parallel BMM achieves the lowest time consumption among
all cases. Besides, the influence of the quantization level of
the discrete phase is also investigated. Fig. 1d showcases the
approximation performance of WSR under discrete schemes
compared to the continuous scheme.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the weighted sum-rate maximization problem

for a multi-hop RIS-aided multi-user communication system
has been studied. Algorithms based on the block minorization-
maximization technique has been proposed with its superior
performance demonstrated through numerical simulations.
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